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Ship simulator 2020 switch

USA Nintendo Switch Ship Sim 2020 Lowest price: $9.99 - Release date: June 11, 2020 Welcome to the most exciting and realistic ship simulator game - Ship Sim 2020! Cruise around the Mediterranean Sea as captain of a 400-meter tanker, giant cargo ship, or luxury cruise ship. Cruise your ship on a
realistic and detailed open world map and complete missions in many of the iconic port cities around the Mediterranean. Ship Sim 2020 has everything you've always wanted in a ship simulator game. There are over a dozen ships to start with, each detailed and realistic, with many external, internal and
deck cameras. And the best part is: you basically get 3 different boat simulator games in one: cruise ship simulator - there are plenty of tourist hot spots on the Mediterranean Sea and it's your job to ferry thousands of passengers to their destinations. And no boat simulator game would be complete
without some of the world's most impressive and luxurious cruise ships - check it out! Cargo ship simulator - as commander of a giant cargo ship is your job to transport hundreds of thousands of tons of cargo from port to port. As you complete missions and earn money, you'll be able to afford some of the
largest cargo ships traveling in the seas. Tanker simulator: Start with a normal-sized tanker and hop on the giant tankers that will belittle any other ship around them. Missions will consciate you in the city's ports and oil rigs nestled in the middle of the... Information taken from the official website of the
eShop, with all rights reserved. Cruise the Mediterranean with cruise ships, giant cargo ships, and tankers. Released june 11, 2020 Russia country price €11.08 New Zealand €11.63 US €12.22 Continuous list after this Mexico announcement €12.30 Australia €12.42 Poland €13.22 Denmark €13.31
Canada €13.43 South Africa €13.97 Norway €14.16 Czech Republic €14.34 Sweden €14.71 United Kingdom €14.88 Croatia €14.99 Luxembourg €14,7199 Latvia €14.99 Malta €14.99 Netherlands €14.99 Slovakia €14.99 Portugal €14.99 Romania €14.99 Belgium €14.99 Ireland €14.99 Italy €14,99 99
Spain €14.99 Lithuania €14.99 Slovenia €14.99 Hungary €14.99 Estonia €14.99 Austria €14.99 Germany €14.99 France € 14.99 Greece €14.99 Cyprus €14.99 Bulgaria €14.99 Finland €14.99 Switzerland €17.53 Show all - Developer: OviLex SoftContent Rating: EveryoneWelcome to the most exciting
and realistic ship simulator game - Ship Sim 2020! Cruise around the Mediterranean Sea as captain of a 400-meter tanker, giant cargo ship, or luxury cruise ship. Cruise your ship on a realistic and detailed open world map and complete missions in many of the iconic port cities mediterranean. If you're
looking to find players online for Nintendo switch games, you're in the right place! Switcher.gg is a matchmaking website that connects users to other players for online multiplayer with friends. In just a few clicks, you'll be connected to of other Nintendo Switch Online players looking for friends to play with.
Search below for some recently active users who own Ship Sim 2020 and are looking for friends to play with: Welcome to the most exciting and realistic ship simulator game - Ship Sim 2020! Cruise around the Mediterranean Sea as captain of a 400-meter tanker, giant cargo ship, or luxury cruise ship.
Cruise your ship in a realistic and detailed open world map and complete missions in many of the iconic port cities around the Mediterranean.Ship Sim 2020 has everything you've always wanted in a ship simulator game. There are over a dozen ships to start with, each detailed and realistic, with many
external, internal and deck cameras. And the best part is: you basically get 3 different boat simulator games in one: cruise ship simulator - there are plenty of tourist hot spots on the Mediterranean Sea and it's your job to ferry thousands of passengers to their destinations. And no boat simulator game
would be complete without some of the world's most impressive and luxurious cruise ships - check it out! Cargo ship simulator - as commander of a giant cargo ship is your job to transport hundreds of thousands of tons of cargo from port to port. As you complete missions and earn money, you'll be able to
afford some of the largest cargo ships traveling in the seas. Tanker simulator: Start with a normal-sized tanker and hop on the giant tankers that will belittle any other ship around them. Missions will take you to the city's ports and oil rigs nestled in the middle of the sea. Here are some other features from
our latest ship simulator game:• 3 different classes of ships: passengers, cargo and tankers• many ships to choose from (with even more to go)• wander free of charge for the open world map of the Mediterranean Sea• extraordinary weather and day-night cycle• realistic water reflections• multiple control
choices (arrows, tilt or rudder)• challenging docking scenarios• realistic ambient sounds and real ship engine sounds• multiple customization options• : Change the text, color and even flag on your ship• request new ships or features on our Social Pages! To learn more Explore the official website of this
game Play Online, access classic Super NES games™ and more with a Nintendo Switch Online subscription. A Nintendo Switch Online subscription (sold separately) is required to back up Save Data Cloud. SC Ovilex Soft SRL SRL
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